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EARLY CHRISTIAN APPROACHES TO ASIAN CULTURE

It is exhilarating but at the same time rather sobering to return from

Asia to find myself standing in a missionary and ecumenical succession to

such men as Samuel Zwemer, Christy Wilson Sr., Richard Shaull, and above

al 1 , Dr. John A. Mackay

.

It is even more sobering to look farther back and remember that the

challenge to teach missions after doing it has produced its failures as

well as its successes. The first officially appointed professor of mis-

sions, I believe, was the great Alexander Duff of India. He was a pioneer

in revolutionizing Asia's approach to education. But in spite of his tower-

ing prestige on the mission field. Duff was a failure in the chair. At

least a disappointment. Appointed professor at New College, Edinburgh, in

1867 he began his classes on missions with lectures on "God's Decrees Be-

fore the Creation," which is a very long running start. By the end of the

second semester he had still not worked his way out of the first century

and the world of the New Testament. Johannes Verkuyl dryly observes that

when Duff departed Edinburgh, "the chair of mi ssiology was el imi nated" at

New College. ( Contemporary Mi ssiology . Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978,

p. 13)

So I am somewhat embarrassed to say that I have chosen as my subject:

"Early Christian Approaches to Asian Culture," with its emphasis on the

word early . I hope no one will be so unkind as to remember Duff and point

out when I am finished that though I did not begin before creation, and

did manage to move beyond the New Testament, I still ended up back in the

7th century. In my defense I must point out that the question of the church s
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relationship to society is a problem the Christian mission must face up to

in any century and to refuse to learn about mission from the history of

mission is as shallow as to refuse to learn about theology from the history

of theology.

Let me at least begin on a contemporary note. When the Three-Self

Movement in China was founded in 1950, it consulted with the new revolution-

ary government and issued a Christian Manifesto . The subtitle was Direction

of Endeavor for Chinese Christianity in the Construction of New China."

( Documents of the Three-Self Movement . N.Y.: Far Eastern Office, NCC,

pp. 19-20). Some have marked this as a new note in Asian Christianity. But

only the context was new. It was not the first time that Asian Christians

had sought to formulate Christian guidelines for an approach to a non-

Christian Asiatic society. It was not the first time that Asian Christians

had called for separation from Western influence. Nor was it the first

time, for that matter, that an eastern government had used a church's western

connections to embarrass it, and to try to substitute national Christianity

for Christian internationalism.

Fifty years earlier Japanese Christians had wrestled with the same

problem. At the end of the 19th century the Japanese church was shaken by

a raging controversy over how western Protestantism, so recently introduced

into Japan, should relate itself to Japan's own ancient traditions. Yoshinobu

Kumazawa distinguishes four Japanese responses. A liberal wing, led by

Danjo Ebina, moved in the direction of a fully absorbed Christian national-

ism. The God of the Bible was the god of Japanese Shinto worship, and

Christianity was simply "a developed form of the Japanese spirit." A reli-

giously less radical but still theologically liberal wing of the church was
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more critical of Japanese culture. Instead of flowing comfortably with the

current of the Japanese spirit, this group sought to change the direction

of Japan's modernization away from imperial nationalism toward democracy.

The first Socialist Democratic party in Japan was organized in 1901, largely

by Japanese Unitarians. On the conservative side, a third response was that

of mainline Japanese Protestants who at that time put their hopes for even-

tual change not so much in immediate corrections of Japanese society, but

rather in the forging of an effective Christian community within that so-

cv r \o.c .

ciety as an agent for change. Still a fourth stream, also conservative,

called itself the "No-Church Movement" ( Mukyokai ) . Reacting against organ-

ized Protestantism, it favored a voluntary-society type of loose church

structure. It was patriotically Japanese; "I am a Japanese," said Uchimura.

But its patriotism was not idolatrous. It pressed purposefully and articu-

lately for changes in Japanese society to allow more justice and freedom

for individuals under Japanese imperial rule. ("Seeking to Integrate Text

and Context" in Asian Voices in Christian Theology,, ed. G.H. Anderson.

Maryknoll , NY: Orbis, 1976, pp. 182 f.)

But I must limit myself today to an attempt to trace Asian Christian

responses to culture forward from the 2nd century, not backward from the

20th. The latter approach tends to carry modern answers too arrogantly

back to situations so vastly different from ours as to make our judgments

inappropriate, even when reached with all the benefit of hindsight. I will

also limit the geographical area to eastern Syria and Persia for it was

from there that the Church of the East (later called Nestorian) began its

quite astounding missionary expansion across Asia to the Pacific. I will

not even try to untangle the many-colored religious, social and political
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strands which make up what we loosely call culture. There is no accepted

definition of that word, and I will not try to invent a new one. I use the

word virtually interchangeably with "society."

My outline will have two points. First I will look briefly at oriental

Asia's earliest theologians, Tatian and Bardaisan, two second-century Asian

pilgrims in search of a Christian formulation of culture. And second, I

will describe three early Asian models of a Christian approach to culture.

Let me call them: A. The hermit on his holy hill.

B. The bishop in his "blessed city."

C. And finally, the patriarch in a Christian ghetto.

I . The Two Pilgrims

First the pilgrims, Tatian and Bardaisan, who never quite found a

Christian home in any culture. They were seekers, not builders, although

of Tatian we do know that at the end he apparently founded a Christian com-

munity in Persia. But since no description of the community survives we

can only conjecture something of its form by what little we know of the

man himself.

A. Tatian . Tatian was a pilgrim and a maverick. He is best remem-

bered for giving the Asian church its earliest mark of distinction from

the church in the west, his harmony of the gospels, the Diatessaron , which

most of the eastern Syrian churches used as their scripture for the life

of Christ, instead of the four separated gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke and

John). There must have been a rebellious streak in Tatian. Like today s

turbulent Kurds, he came from Assyrian stock in Persia. The meager informa-

tion available suggests a biography in three stages. First, it seems, he

went through a pro-western period. He left his own Asia for Rome to learn
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all he could of the science and philosophy of the Greeks. But in pagan

Rome, ever the non-conformist, he became a Christian. This led to a second

stage in his life, a sharp reaction against the west and a return to Asia.

It was perhaps not long after the execution of his teacher, Justin Martyr,

by the Romans in 165 AD, that he began to turn against the then pagan cul-

ture of the West and rediscover the beauty of his Assyrian and Asian roots.

His Address to the Greeks is one of the proudest and sometimes most intem-

perate expressions of Asian nationalism anywhere in patristic literature.

Whatever is good and beautiful comes from Asia or Africa. Nothing western

is worthy of praise, not even the Greek philosophers who, he said, "wallow

in matter and mud" ( Address , ch. 21). Least admirable of all in the west,

he said, is its Greek and Roman religion of obscene and silly myths.

Note, however, that at this stage Tatian was not turning against cul-

ture, as such, but only against what he thought to be an alien and inferior

culture, that of the west. East and West were both pagan, but as a Christian

Asian he could return to Asia proud of his Asian heritage, non-Christian

though it might be. "I am an Assyrian," he says with an emphasis which re-

minds us of Uchimura's "I am Japanese."

In the latter years of his life, however, Tatian appeared to enter a

third stage. He began to turn against his own Asian culture. The sources

are too scanty to allow us to be dogmatic about charting this development,

but such a change would not be surprising in one of Tatian's temperament.

In Rome the sins of the pagan West had dismayed his puritan sensibilities,

making the Asian civilization of his homeland, remembered with some nostal-

gia, more and more appealing. "In every way the east excels... is the

essence of what he had written to the Greeks, as McGiffert has paraphrased
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him. But now back in Asia—Asia not as remembered in the mind of an ex-

patriate, but Asia as it really was— he must have found it just as pagan,

just as immoral, and just as cruel as the Greco-Roman West. In any case,

whatever the reasons, he left the Asian cities to try to establish a pure

community, "the school of Tatian," somewhere east of the Tigris, unspotted

and undefiled by the world. If what his opponents said was true, it must

have been a very narrow little community, for Tatian, reacting to an ex-

treme against the licentiousness of his times, became so convinced that

matter was evil and that sex, even in marriage, was a sin, that he is said

to have doubted whether Adam, living with Eve, could really have been

saved. (Jerome, Adv . haereses , III, 23, 8).

B. The second example is Bardaisan. Tatian and Bardaisan lived in

the same age, the latter half of the 2nd century. Both were Asian. Both

were scholars and theologians; both were intellectuals and devout Christians

Both had been converted from paganism. But in all other respects, two more

dissimilar personalities could scarcely be found. Tatian was an Assyrian

puritan; Bardaisan a 2nd century "renaissance man," a Persian humanist.

He was a sportsman, a nobleman, a poet, and a friend of the king. He also

happened to have one of the sharpest and most inquiring minds in the early

Asian church.

Unlike Tatian, who finally withdrew from the world because he was a

Christian, Bardaisan claimed the whole world of culture for Jesus Christ.

The world was good, not evil; matter is not inherently bad, for God created

it; and as for sex, so far from being a corruption, in the marriage rela-

tionship it had in fact a pleasurable and purifying function. Bardaisan s

theology was unique among Syrian Christian writers of the early period in
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that it was a theology of freedom, not restraint. (H.J.W. Drijvers,

Bardaisan of Edessa , 1966, p. 226). Bardaisan looked out on the world

about him with cheerful optimism, seeking truth wherever he could find it.

His home, Edessa, lay on the Old Silk Road which linked Rome with far-off

Chi na , and hi s only survi vi ng work , The Book of the Laws erf Countries

(sometimes attributed to a student, but more probably his own) shows such

wide cross-cultural curiosity and information that he has rightly been

called a pioneer in the field of cultural communication between Asia and

the West.

There are times when Bardaisan seems so bedazzled by all the rich dif-

ferences of the cultures of the world (oriental astrology, Greek philosophy

and science, Persian magic and mythology) that the integrity of his theology

is threatened. If, as his opponents claimed, he began to identify God the

Father with the orbiting Sun, and God the Mother (that is, the Holy Spirit)

with the Moon of Persian mythology; and if he taught that Jesus Christ came

as the Son of a sexual union between the divine Father and the divine

Mother (see Drijver's translation of Ephrem's Hymn 51, pp. 1 44f
. ) , then it

is no wonder that he was expelled from Edessa as a heretic.

But Bardaisan should not be judged entirely by how his opponents

quoted him. Judged by his own writings, and given the fact that he lived

and thought before the Nicene Council had creedally defined orthodoxy, he

may have been not so much a heretic as an erratically original theological

pioneer, trying (as Schraeder suggests, "Bardesanes von Edessa in der

Ueberl ieferung der griechischen und syrischen Kirche," Zei tschri fjb fur

Kirchengeschichte , vol . 51, 1932. pp. 21-74), and perhaps failing, to do

for the Christian faith in Asia what the apologists sought to do in the
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West, that is, make the gospel intelligible in the Iranian environment of

the court of Edessa. Bardaisan was not as uncritical of his world as he

is sometimes painted. All the cultures of the world enriched his mind,

but in Christ something different, something new had appeared, he wrote:

"the new race of Christians, which Christ has planted in every

nation. Wherever we are we are called by the one name,

Christian.

.

It is a new culture, fed by all cultures perhaps, but also judging all

culture, for Bardaisan goes on to say that in each country

"Our brothers give up national customs which are contrary to

their Christian faith..." (Book of the Laws of Countries ,

tr. by H.J.W. Drijvers, p. J
-

I think of Tatian as Asia's Tertullian; and Bardaisan as its Clement

of Alexandria. Bardaisan is so modern and appealing with his emphasis on

freedom that it is a little surprising, almost disappointing, to find that

early Asian Christians in the next two centuries, the 3rd and 4th, made

their saints more in the pattern of the stern and disciplined Tatian than

of Bardaisan.

II. Three Models of Organized Christian Response

When we turn from these individual responses and begin to describe

more organized attempts to relate to Asian civilization, it is useful to

remember Cullman's remark that the attitude of Christians toward the world

since the New Testament beginnings has been exceedingly complex, but basi-

cally an ever-changing mix of three ingredients: indifference, hostility

and approval. (0. Cullman, The Early Church . Phi la . : Westminster, 1956.

pp. 193 ff.)
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1. First there was the hostility of the hermit toward culture, and,

in more organized form, the separation of the Sons and Daughters of the

Covenant from community.

Early Asian Christian ideals relating to culture, as we have al-

ready mentioned, came closer to Tatian-style withdrawal than to a Bardaisan-

1 ike embrace of Asian society. The popular model of the best Christian was

not a bishop negotiating with kings and governors but the "puritans and

sticklers for holiness," the radical ascetics sometimes called encratites

who were followers of a tradition ascribed to the austere genius of Tatian.

There is no evidence that the hermits and anchorites in those

early years ever formed themselves into communities. They were the soli-

tary ones, and in the eyes of ordinary Christians, the more extreme their

forms of separation from the world, the more quickly they earned their

instant sainthood. "They lived with animals," wrote Ephrem the Syrian;

"they ate grass with the animals, and perched on the rocks like birds.'

They lived on pillars; they walled themselves up in caves; they set them-

selves afire, and avoided women as the instruments of Satan. (Ephrem,

Opera Selecta , p. 120; Aphrahat, Demonstrati ones I, p. 265)

The asceticism of the east set aside its disciples from other

Christians more by this single cultural difference--the prohibition of

marriage--than by any other practice, though they also followed strict

rules of poverty, and went so far in their abhorrence of wine that some

insisted on celebrating the Lord's Supper with water--bread and water, not

bread and wine. It was sexual abstinence, however, that to them was the

ideal, the mark of a complete Christian. (See Voobus, History of

Asceticism..., I. pp. )
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In the third century, if not before, this rigorous and exclusive

interpretation of the meaning of Christian purity began to take shape as

an organized movement in the church. Those who chose the harder, higher

way, the way of complete disci pi eship, were called "Covenanters," "Sons and

Daughters of the Covenant" (from the Syrian word qyama ) . It was a company

of the totally commi tted— cel ibate, single-minded and separated.

An early surviving sermon of Syrian origin illustrates the empha-

sis all too vividly. The preacher sees a host of pure virgins wearing

crowns of everlasting life, and entering the holy city singing the song of

their triumph over sin. They dance with the angels before the throne of

Christ the bridegroom. They are the pure ones. But there is a darker side

to the vision. Outside the gate is a group of women weeping bitterly.

They are the married women, and too late they have discovered that by mar-

riage they have excluded themselves from paradise. (Voobus, 0£. ci_t . , I,

p. 73)

As a model for the church community, it is not hard to see that

this celibate ideal might prove unworkable, and in the fourth century,

church leaders like Aphrahat and Ephrem the Syrian, though they themselves

may very likely have been "Sons of the Covenant," wisely refused to limit

the rights and privileges of full membership in the Christian fellowship

to the Covenanters. Singleness as total commitment is a virtue, but

singleness as total celibacy not only divided the sexes and destroyed the

family, it also divided the church. It separated Christians into two

classes, superior Christians, that is, the celibate; and second-class

Christians, the married. In some communities, apparently, only the Cove-

nanters were eligible for baptism.
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The tragedy in such extremism is that it robbed the congregational

life of the church of some of its most dedicated individuals. At times the

effort sank into absurdity. One document of the time, the Pseudo-Clementine

de virginitate , counsels Christians on the problem of how to observe the

traditional "kiss of peace" in congregational worship without breaking the

Covenanters' vow of chastity and separation. The solution, seriously pro-

posed, was to wrap the right hand carefully in one's robe and cautiously

extend it for a wel 1-fil tered kiss, ( dementis Romani epistolae binae de

virgini tate , ed. J.T. Beelen, Lovanii, 1856, II, 2, cited by Voobus, op .

cit . , p. 82.)

Obviously there was an urgent need somehow to turn the church from

negative separation to positive involvement, and for that the model of the

ascetic was not adequate. For leadership i_n the world, rather than out of

it, Christians turned to another figure, the bishop in his "blessed city."

2. The bishop in his "blessed city."

Just such a turning point can be seen in the life and work of

Jacob of Nisibis at the beginning of the 4th century. The historian

Theodoret who openly defended Nestorius in the great controversy, describes

how Jacob felt the call to solitary holiness, renounced the world, and went

up into the mountains around Nisibis to meditate and pray. He wore no

clothes, used no fire. In summer he lived outdoors and in winter shivered

in an unheated cave. (Theodoret, His tori a Religiosa . P. Peeters, "La

Legende de S. Jacques de Nisibis" in Analecta Bollandia , Bruxelles, vol . 38,

1920, p. 285 ff., thinks Theodoret exaggerates.) Thus far, nothing particu-

larly distinguishes him from other similar solitaries. But about 300 AD,
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unable in good conscience to reject an earnest plea from the city church

in Nisi bis, he returned to the world, and to the church in the city. He

became the first (some say the second) bishop of that important frontier

center on the border between Rome and Persia.

Jacob of Nisibis is the earliest historical example of one of the

finest traditions of the church of the east. Time and time again when the

church needed them, the greatest of the ascetics put the call to service

above the claims of separation. Purified by prayer and a life of sacri-

fice, they were able to move beyond the compulsions of spiritual exercise

to the no less demanding task of reviving and leading the church. In

325 AD the name of Jacob of Nisibis appeared on the list of subscribers to

the Council of Nicaea. The hermit who came down naked from the mountains

sat with a crowned conqueror, the Emperor Constantine, at one of the turn-

ing points in church history, playing his part in events that shaped the

culture of the world for centuries.

Even earlier than Nicaea, in Edessa, while that city was still

independent from Rome as capital of a little border kingdom more Persian

than Roman, apparently for the first time the Christian faith developed

enough of a mass following to make a national impact on the culture--not

from the periphery, from a hermit's cell or a monastery, but from the

center. Trade, science, superstition, family patterns, pol i tics--every

phase of life of all the people began to be shaped by Christian beliefs

and values. Edessa has been claimed, with some reason, as the first na-

tional capital in the world to make Christianity the state religion, per-

haps more unofficially than officially but already prominently public.

It is no coincidence that it was in Edessa at the beginning of the third
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century (201 AD) that we find the first documented record of a Christian

church building--a church as distinct from a home used as a church.

A century later, in 313, when Edessa was Roman and its first his-

torical bishop, Qona, built the church into a cathedral, bishops were be-

coming powerful civic figures. Segal (ojd. ci

t

. , p. 125 ff.) points out

that they were used as judges not only for church cases, but often in civil

suits as well. Bishops even had the power to give their seal of approval

to the freeing of slaves. Some acted like governors; and conversely, a

little later some Roman governors became bishops.

Such power was not always wisely used. On the Roman side of the

battle-scarred border, Bishop Barhadad of Telia rallied to the walls when

the Persians attacked in 503 AD, sprinkled the soldiers with holy water,

gave them each the sacrament, so they would have no excuse to leave their

posts if the going got rough (writes Joshua the Stylite, who recorded the

event), and when the Persians seemed about to prevail, sallied out person-

ally to engage the Shah Kawad in negotiations which persuaded him to with-

draw. Persian bishops on the other side of the border were no less belli-

gerent on occasion. The ambitious Barsauma of Nisibis accepted military-

political powers as a commander or inspector on the frontier (Letters 2

and 4 from Barsoma to Acacius, in J.B. Chabot, Synodicon Oriental

e

ou

Recueil de Synodes Nestoriens , Paris, C. Klinchsieck, 1902, p. 532 f.,

536 f.), and his enemies claimed that he was not beyond using his own

priests as spies.

But preeminently, and probably most importantly, the bishop in the

Christian city was the champion of the poor, "the spokesman of the needy

and inarticulate," as Segal has pointed out. He took care of lepers. He
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provided hostels for the indigent. And when the famine of 373 swept through

the land, and the poor who always lived on the edge of starvation were re-

duced to beggary and died by the hundreds, it was Ephrem of Edessa--no bishop

actually but so popularly regarded as one that as he neared death he had to

ask to be buried with the poor and not in the bishops' cemetery--it was

Ephrem who was commissioned by the government to supervise the care of the

poor. He was the only one whom the wealthy citizens of the city trusted to

use their donations for the starving and not for himself. So he cordoned

off the streets and set up three hundred beds for the weak and dying, and

saw that the poor were fed with the money of the rich.

Bishops were also promoters of education and founders of schools.

When in 489 AD the School of the Persians was forced by the Romans to flee

across the border into exile, it was a Persian bishop, Barsauma of Nisibis,

who welcomed its refugees and devoted his restless energies to a better

task than defending the border. He built up the School of Nisibis, as it

was now called, into what became the greatest school in all Asia. Well,

perhaps not all Asia. There was a Confucian school at Chang' an, four

thousand miles away, which was perhaps its match. And it is a fascinating

footnote to history to discover that in the 7th century that Confucian

school in far-off China welcomed as visiting scholars the first Christian

missionaries to reach the Far East, Persian Nestorians, some of whom quite

probably had trained at Nisibis.

But the bishop in his "blessed city" never became a permanent

model for the church in Asia. In Persia the church never grew large enough

to produce a "blessed city," a Christian center with enough mass to leave

its stamp on a nation's structures. Christians were never anything but a
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small minority. Even on the Roman side in Asia, the "blessed cities" did

not last. Three hundred years after Constantine, like a sandstorm from

the Arabian desert, the hosts of Mohammed fell upon the two mighty empires

of that day. They destroyed Persia, rolled Byzantine Rome back into Europe,

and the "blessed cities" were reduced to Christian ghettoes in a Mohammedan

sea

.

3. The patriarch in his Christian ghetto

The third model of a Christian approach to Asian culture, the

Christian ghetto, is more a response than an approach. It is a negative

model, a pattern not chosen by the church, but forced upon it, triumphalism

in reverse; not Christianity reaching out to the world, but the world dic-

tating its agenda to the church. The patriarch ruled the church; but he

was a prisoner in his ghetto.

If I were to pick out one cultural, historical fact as definitive

in determining the difference between Western and Asian church history, it

would be this, a quotation from L.E. Browne's The Eclipse of Christianity

in Asia (Cambridge: Camb. Univ. Press, 1933, p. 2): "In Asia... never once

until the thirteenth century was the favour of the state conferred upon the

Church." Though I might qualify it, mentioning Edessa as a possible excep-

tion, I am inclined to let the statement stand. For precisely when the

church of Edessa finally won state approval, it was taken up into the west.

Beyond the Roman border in Asia, the church's culture became a

dependent culture, captive and encapsulated in what was known as the dhimmi

or me! et system. It was a state within a state, a minority enclave of pro-

tected but subjugated people. In essence, the acceptance of this system
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was the price paid by an ethnic or religious minority for survival in a

state ruled by people of another race or religion. Because Asian

Christianity never became even nominally the religion of a majority save
ZfnJ

in the Philippines and Lebanon, its basic cultural pattern has always been

some form or other of the dhimmi or ghetto. In its purest form, under

Muslim dynasties, the dhimmi

s

existed until 1923 when the last of them, in

Turkey, was abolished in the revolution.

It was not, however, the Muslims who invented the dhimmi , they

only perfected it, if the word "perfected" can be used about a ghetto. In

the early days of the church in Persia, under the culturally eclectic

Parthian dynasty, there had always been room for a new religion. But the

Sassanids, who came to power in 225 AD, were a different breed. Militantly

nationalistic, they demanded a national religion, and revived the old tra-

ditions of the Zoroastrians. Other religions became suspect as foreign.

A great persecution began in 339 that lasted forty years. It was this

that first marked off Christians as an alien community within the empire.

When pressure slackened, the church responded by protectively

strengthening its organization. In three quick councils at the beginning

of the 5th century it pulled its bishops together to elect a patriarch.

The first council declared that the bishop of the Persian capital,

Seleucia-Ctesophon, was "Catholicos and archbishop of all the Orient."

The third council added that not only was he supreme in the Orient but

also the equal of any patriarch, east or west, and subject to none.

(J.B. Chabot, Syn. Or., op cit., pp. 255 f., 296 f.).

That was an exaggeration. He was still a subject, subject to a

non-Christian ruler, the Shah, and the Shah made sure he knew it. Just
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before the Synod of Isaac adjourned after electing its first recognized

patriarch, the bishops were summoned to appear before the Grand Vizier and

the General of the Armies. The Shah, they were informed by those two dig-

nitaries, was pleased to appoint Bishop Isaac "Head of All the Christians

of the Orient." It was his way of reminding them that real authority, in

Persian eyes, came from no bishops but from the Shah. Loosely defined

though the Persian dhimmi remained, its restrictive intent was clear. No

Christian, not even the patriarch, had political power except within his

ghetto. Outside that narrow circle Christians might have influence, but

not authority.

When the Arabs swept over Persia in 642 they did not greatly

change the basic pattern of the ghetto. But to it was now added the taint

of political and military defeat. Where
1

; the Persian ghetto had been pri-

marily political, the Muslim pattern for Christians made it a social prison

as well. The Christian community became an already discriminated against

minority, inside a conquered Zoroastrian majority, ruled by an alien,

Musi im, Arab el ite.

The effects were harsh and humiliating but still not quite the

popular conception of what happened to the church under the sword of Islam.

Christians were not faced with a brutal choice: extermination or apostasy,

death or Islam. In many ways Christians received specially favored treat-

ment. In Persia, it was the Zoroastrians who were most ruthlessly oppressed.

Theirs was the national religion and theirs the culture the Arabs most

feared as representing a possible revival of Persian power.

Christians, on the other hand, were an oppressed minority.
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It was the belief of the Arab conquerors therefore that they

would feel no loyalty to Persia and might even welcome the conquest as a

liberation. Had not Mohammed himself singled out Christians for particular

consideration? Did not the Quran say, "Thou wilt find that the most hos-

tile of men towards those who have believed /that is, towards Muslims/ are

the Jews and Polytheists, and the most favorable are those who say, 'We

are Nasara
1 "/that is, Nazarenes or Christians/ (R. Bell, Origins of Islam

in its Christian Environment . Lond: F. Cass, 1968, p. 150).

There is evidence from Christian writers as well that the con-

quest was not, at least at first, the disaster that had been feared. The

Nestorian patriarch Ishoyabh III, head of the Church of the East in the

first ten years or so of Mohammedan rule (647-657) wrote, "The Arabs, to

whom God gave dominion over the world... are not hostile to Christianity

but praise our religion, honour the priests and saints, and help the

churches and monasteries." (Quoted by A.S. Tritton, The Caliphs and

Their Non -Muslim Subjects . Lond.: F. Cass, 1970, p. 6 f.)

But a ghetto is a ghetto, and this was its shape as dictated by

the great Umar, father-in-law of Mohammed and his second successor. Of

the many forms in which the 7th century Covenant of Umar is found, the

most complete statement is from the 8th century, according to a critical

study by A.S. Tritton. ( Ibid . pp. 12 ff.)

"In the name of the Caliph," it begins, "I, and all Muslims, promise

you and your fellow Christians security as long as you and they

keep the conditions we impose upon you. Which are: you shall be

under Muslim laws and no other, and shall not refuse to do anything

we demand of you ..."

What the Muslims demanded of Christians was isolation and a long list of

regulations

.
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First, it meant committing no major crimes, such as adul tery with

or marrying a Muslim woman, robbing a Muslim, or helping the enemies of

the Muslims. For such crimes the penalty was death and the forfeiture of

property. Lesser crimes brought lighter punishments. For accidentally

killing a Muslim the punishment was the payment of blood money. For sel-

ling Muslims forbidden things, like wine, or pigs, or blood, the punish-

ment was forfeiture of the price received. For thievery, the guilty per-

son's hand was cut off. These punishments were no more severe for Christians

than for Muslims.

Second, it meant that certain restrictions were imposed on the

practice of the Christian rel igion--serious res trictions , indeed, but not

a prohibition of Christianity. "You shall not display the cross in any

Muslim town, nor parade your idolatry, nor build a church, nor beat the

wooden clappers /used by Nestorians instead of church bells/, nor use

your idolatrous language about Jesus, the son of Mary, to any Muslim."

(Tritton, o£. cit . , p. 13 f.). In other words, it was forbidden to evan-

gelize Muslims. This was to prove to be the most fatally constricting

clause of them all. But in return for this, the conquerors promised not

to destroy or loot any already existing churches or monasteries, and

Christian worship in them was not to be hindered or forbidden in any way.

To these restrictions on the Christian religion, there was added

as a third element of the Covenant of Umar, the imposition of social hu-

miliations. Christians were ordered to wear distinguishing clothes to

mark them apart from Muslims--a special belt around the waist, and later

at times, a yellow patch, which recalls painful memories of more recent

ghettos, imposed, alas, by those who called themselves Christians.
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Christians had to cut their hair a special way, short in front, and to

ride side-saddle, like women, not astride the horse like an Arab. They

were forbidden to take the high center of the road; that was to be left

free for the passage of Muslims. ( Ibid . , p. 14)

The final, and in some ways the most effective disability of all

imposed upon the Christian ghetto was financial. The price the Christian

had to pay for his right to believe and worship was double taxation.

"Every free adult male of sound mind shall pay the poll-tax, one dinar

of full weight at New Year... poverty does not cancel any of your obliga-

tions..." ( Ibid , p. 14). Failure to pay meant banishment, no matter how

poor the Christian, though cases are sometimes recorded where the poor

were excused from tax. It was a system which left the door wide open for

unscrupulous use of the tax as a weapon of persecution, and for Christians

it was a door left beguilingly wide open for apostasy. Turn Muslim, and

you paid no tax. (Tritton, p. 197 f.)

I am not happy about ending on so negative a note--ascetics and sani-

tized kisses of peace, bishops with Christian cities turning Muslim, and

patriarchs ruling conquered Christians under orders from unbelieving Caliphs.

Let me conclude with a word of hope as a Christian always can. It is

easy to criticize the patriarchs for all their failures and compromises.

But let us remember that they were shepherds who did not leave the flock.

They preserved a continuity of Christian community in Asia, a church which

survived for another thousand years.

And it is easy to ridicule the encratites, but let us not forget that

this ascetic movement, with all its pressures for withdrawal, was also the
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major dynamic for missionary outreach and church reform. From the separated,

narrow-minded "holy ones" there came in time the beginnings of Syrian monas-

ticism which was to be the strongest revitalizing power in the east against

the secularization and corruption of the church. It was a Christian move-

ment which broke out of the ghetto to plant its tiny cells in an expanding

arc across the largest continent in the world.

And the bishops did not disappear with the "blessed cities." They

became ambassadors and interpreters for Arabs moving east, and for Khublai

Khan and the Mongols moving west. But in the ultimate sense, it was not

for Arabs and Mongols that they were ambassadors--they were, in Asia, am-

bassadors and interpreters for Christ in what may be called the earliest

examples of the "two-way mission" we talk about so much today.

There is a world of difference between the Christian approach to cul-

tures which have become more and more self-consciously, if not actually,

Christian, as in the west, and cultures which are just as self-consciously

non-Christian, as in Asia. Is it too much to suggest that in an age which

is more nearly beginning to resemble the latter--the self-consciously non-

Christian society--than the former, we may perhaps have much to learn from

the history of the church in Asia.

-- Samuel Hugh Moffett
Princeton, 1982
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Early Christian Approaches to Non - Gkwtia n Cultures

By Samuel Hugh Moffett

Our meeting this year focusses on the generations of the

future, but I am going to speak tonight about the past. I am a

historian. My name is Moffett, not prophet. So let me be true to my

calling and remind you that no part of the past is irrelevant to the

future, and that only after painstaking study of the past, does the

careful futurologist move on to extrapolations into the future.

I will not need to apologize, therefore, for jumping into a

future-oriented meeting like this with a paper on church, mission and

culture in the first centuries of th? Christian era. Mv subject is

"Early Christian Approaches to -Non 4hriGti-a n Cultures". I think

it is relevant, for how the church relates to a culture in which it

seeks to take root is a problem Christian missions must face in any

century.

For example, when the Three-Self Movement in China was founded

in 1950, its Christian Chinese leaders consulted with the new communist

revolutionary government and issued a Christian Manifesto . The subtitle

was "Direction of Endeavor for Chinese Christianity in the Construction

of Mew China".'*' Some have marked this as a new note in Asian

Christianity. But only the context was new. It was not the first time

that Asian Christians had sought to formulate Christian guidelines for

an approach to a non-Christian Asiatic society. It was not the first

time that Asian Christians had called for separation from Western

cultural influences. Nor was it the first time, for that matter, that

an Asian government had used a church's western connections to embarrass

and harass it; and it was not the first example of the temptation to

substitute national Christianity for Christian internationalism.

Fifty years earlier Japanese Christians had wrestled with the

same problem. At the end of the 19th century the Japanese church was

shaken by a raging controversy over how western Protestantism, so

^Francis P. Jones, Documents of the Three-Self Movement , (N.Y.:

NCCUSA, 1963), pp. 19 -?0.



recently introduced into Japan, should relate itself to Japan's own

ancient traditions. Yoshinobu Kumazawa, contributing to Gerry

Anderson's Asian Voices in Christian Theology '', distinguishes four

Japanese responses. A liberal wing, led by Danjo Ebina, moved in the

direction of full absorption of the gospel into a Christian nationalism.

The God of the Bible was the god of Japanese Shinto worship, and

Christianity was simply "a developed form of the Japanese spirit." A

second view, religiously less radical but still theologically liberal,

was more critical of Japanese culture. Instead of flowing comfortably

with the current of the Japanese spirit, this group sought to change the

direction of Japan's modernization away from imperial nationalism toward

democracy. The first Socialist party in Japan was organized in 1901,

largely by Japanese Unitarians.

On the conservative side, a third response was that of

mainline Japanese protestants who at that time put their hopes for

eventual change not so much in immediate corrections of Japanese

society, but rather in the forging of an effective Christian community

within that society as an agent for change. Still a fourth stream, more

radically conservative theologically and at the same time more radically

Japanese culturally, called itself the "Mo-Church Movement" (Mukyokai ).

Reacting against organized Protestantism it favored a voluntary-society

type of loose church structure, and was patriotically Japanese. "I am a

Japanese", said Uchimura. But its patriotism was not idolatrous. It

pressed purposefully and articulately for changes in Japanese society to

allow more justice and freedom for individuals under Japanese imperial

rule.

But in this paper I must limit myself to an attempt to trace

Asian Christian responses to culture only up to about the 7th century,

with an occasional glance at the 13th. I will limit the geographical

focus also, to eastern Syria and Persia, for it was from there that the

Church of the East began its quite astounding Nestorian missionary

2
Yoshinobu Kumazawa, "Seeking to Integrate Text and Context", in

G.H. Anderson, ed., Asian Voices in Christian Theology, (Maryknoll, NY:
Orbis, 1976) pp. 182 f.



explosion across Asia to the Pacific. 'As for terminology, I use Asia

in the sense of non-Roman Asia, and I will not even try to untangle the

many-colored religious, social and political strands which make up what

Lwe loosely call culture. There is no accepted definition of the word, *

and I am not inclined to invent a new one. I use the word virtually

interchangeably with "society", or "civilization".

My outline falls into three parts. First I will look briefly

at oriental Asia's earliest theologians, Tatian and Bardaisan, two

second century Asian pilgrims in search of a Christian formulation of

culture. And second, I will describe four early Asian models of a

Christian approach to culture. Let me call them:

1. The hermit on his holy hill.

2. The bishop in his "blessed city".

3. The teacher in his school.

4. And the patriarch in his Christian ghetto.

And finally, I will note briefly how traces of all four models color the

work of a fifth model, the missionary to the ends of the earth, the

early Asian missionary. The emphasis throughout will be not so much on

the missionary expansion of the church as on the matrix of attitudes in

the church itself towards its environment which may have shaped the

nature of its expansion.

I . The Two Pilgrims

First the pilgrims, Tatian and Bardaisan, who never quite

found a Christian home in any culture.

1. Tatian . Tatian was a pilgrim and a maverick. Like

today's turbulent Kurds, he came from Assyrian stock in Persia. The

meager information we have about him suggests a life lived in three

stages. First, it seems, he went through a pro-western period. He left

his own Asia for Rome to learn all he could of the science and

philosophy of the Greeks. Rut ever the non-conformist, once in pagan

Rome, he became a Christian. This led to a second stage in his life, a

sharp reaction against the west and a return to Asia. It was perhaps

not long after the execution of his teacher, Justin Martyr, by the

Romans in 165 AD that he began to turn against the then non-Christian

culture of the west and rediscover the beauty of his Assyrian and Asian



3
roots. His Address to the Greeks is one of the proudest and sometimes

most intemperate expressions of Asian nationalism anywhere in patristic

literature. Whatever is good and beautiful comes from Asia or North

Africa. Nothing western is worthy of praise, not even the Greek

philosophers whc, he said, "wallow in matter and mud".
4

Least admirable

of all in the west, he continues, is its Greek and Roman religion of

obscene and silly myths.

Note however, that at this stage Tatien was not turning

against culture, as such, but only against what he thought to be an

alien and inferior culture, such as that of the west. As a Christian

Asian he could return to Asia proud of his Asian heritage, non-Christian

though it might be. "I am an Assyrian," he declaims with an emphasis

foreshadowing by about eighteen centuries Uchimura's "I am Japanese".

In the later years of his life, however, Tatian appeared to

enter a third stage. He began to turn against his own Asian culture.

The sources are too scanty to allow us to be dogmatic about charting

this development, but such a change would not be surprising in one of

his temperament. In Rome the sins of the pagans had dismayed his

puritan sensibilities, making the Asian civilization of his homeland

more and more appealing as he remembered it with some nostalgia. "In

every way the east excels.." is the essence of what he said to the

Greeks.^

But back in Asia--Asia not as remembered in the mind of a

homesick expatriate, but Asia as it really was--he apparently found it

just as pagan, just as immoral, and just as cruel as the Greco-Roman

west. Whatever the reasons, he left the Asian cities to try to

establish a pure community, the "school of Tatian" east of the Tigris,

unspotted and undefiled by the world. If what his opponents have

3
Tatian, Address to the Greek s, English tr. in The Ante-Nicene

Fathers , vol . Ill , (N. Y. : Scribners, 1903)

^Address, ch. 21.

5
As McGiffert has paraphrased him. A.C. McGiffert, A History of

Christian Thought , (N.Y.: Scribner's, 1960)



written about him is true, it must have been a very narrow little

community, for Tatian, reacting against the licentiousness of the Persia

of his times, became so convinced that matter was evil and that sex,

even in marriage, was a sin, that he is said to have doubted whether

Adam, living with Eve, could really have been saved/'

2. Bardaisan . The second example is Bardaisan. Tatian and

Bardaisan lived in the same age, the second half of the second century.

Both were Asian; both were scholars and theologians; both were

intellectuals and devout Christians; both had been converted from

paganism. But in all other respects, two more dissimilar personalities

could scarcely be found. Tatian was an Assyrian puritan; Bardaisan a

second century "renaissance man", a Persian humanist. He was a

sportsman, a poet, and a courtier of the king. He also happened to have

one of the sharpest and most inquiring minds in the early Asian church.

Unlike Tatian who finally withdrew from the world because he

was a Christian, Bardaisan claimed the whole world for Christ because he

was a Christian. The world was good, because God created it, he

declared. Sex, in the marriage relationship, so far from being a

corruption, had in fact a pleasurable and purifying function/

Bardaisan's theology was unique among Syrian Christian writers of that

early period in that it was a theology of freedom, not restraint/

He looked out on the world about him with cheerful optimism, seeking

truth wherever he could find it. His home, Edessa, lay on the Old Silk

Road which linked Rome with far-off China, and his only surviving work,
o

The Book of the Laws of Countries , shows such wide cross-cultural

curiosity and informed knowledge that he has been called a pioneer in

the field of cultural communication between Asia and the west.

6
Jerome, Adv. haereses . III, 23, 8

'See H.J.W. Drijvers, Bardaisan of Edessa , (Assen: Van Gorcum,
1966), esp. p. 226.

H.J.W. Drijvers, The Book of the Laws of Countries , (Assen: 1965).
This is also often called The Dialogue on Fate , and is sometimes
attributed to a student of Bardaisan but is more probably his own work.

(Footnote Continued)



There are times when Bardaisan seems so bedazzled by all the

rich differences of the cultures of the world (oriental astrology, Greek

philosophy and science, Persian magic and mythology) that the integrity

of his own Christian theology is threatened. If, as his opponents

claimed, he began to identify God the Father with the orbiting Sun, and

God the Mother (that is, the Holy Spirit) with the Moon; and if he

taught that Jesus Christ came as the Son of a sexual union between the

g
divine Father and the divine Mother , then it is no wonder that he was

expelled from Edessa as a heretic.

But judged by his own writing, and given the fact that he

wrote before the Nicene Council had creedally defined orthodoxy, he may

not have been so much a heretic as an erratically original theological

pioneer, trying, as Schraeder suggests^, to do for the Christian faith

in Asia what the apologists sought to do in the west, that is, make the

gospel intelligible in a non-Christian culture, in his case the Iranian

environment of the court of Edessa. I think of Tatian as being Asia's

Tertullian, and of Bardaisan as its Clement of Alexandria.

II. Four Models of Organized Response to Culture

When we turn from individual cases to describe more organized

attempts to relate Christian faith and life to Asian civilization,

Cullman's remark comes to mind that the attitude of Christians toward

the world since the New Testament beginnings has been exceedingly

complex, but basically an ever-changing mix of three ingredients:

hostility, indifference and approval. The four models I have chosen

(Footnote Continued)
For much of the analysis of Bardaisan's thought which follows I am

indebted to this English translation.

^See Drijver's translation (ibid , p. 144 f.) of Hymn 51 of Ephrem

the Syrian.

^"Pardesanes von Edessa in der Ueberl ieferung der griechischen und

syrischen Kirche", in Zeitschrift fur Kirchengeschichte, vol . 51, pp.

21-74)

11
0. Cullman, The Early Church , (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1956),

pp. 193 ff.
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from J^estorian Asia—the hermit, the bishop, the teacher, and the

patriarch—each in its own way combines different parts of this mix.

1. The Hermit on his Hill . The first attitude, hostility to

culture, is the mark of the hermit. In this model, early Asian Christian

ideals relating to culture came closer to Tatian-style withdrawal than

to a Bardai san-1 i ke embrace of Asian society. The popular ideal of the

purest Christian life-style was not drawn from the Christian family, nor

from the church community, but from the radical ascetics who were

followers of a tradition ascribed to the austere genius of Tatian.

They were called encratites, and in the eyes of ordinary

Christians, the more extreme their separation from the world, the more

quickly they earned their sainthood. "They lived with animals," wrote

Ephrem the Syrian. "They ate grass.., and perched on the rocks like

birds." They built platforms for themselves on pillars; they walled

themselves up in caves; they set themselves afire, and avoided women as

12
"the instruments of Satan".

But this higher way of separation was not limited to men.

Sexual abstinence whether for men or for women was the ideal, the mark

of a complete Christian.
13

In the third century, if not before, this

rigorous and exclusive interpretation of the meaning of Christian purity

began to take shape as an organized movement in the church. Those who

chose the harder, higher way, the way of complete disci pi eship, were

called "Covenanters", "Sons and Daughters of the Covenant". They were

companies of the totally committed—celibate, single-minded and

separate.

Voobus describes an early surviving sermon of Syrian origin as

illustration. The preacher sees a host of pure virgins wearing crowns

of everlasting life, and entering the holy city singing the song of

12
Ephrem, Opera Selecta, p. 120; Aphrahat, Demonstrationes , I, p.

265.

13
See A. Voobus, History of Asceticism in the Syrian Orient , vol

.

II, CSCO, vol. 197, Subsidia, tomus 17, (Louvain: CSCO, I960) pp. 256

ff.; and by the same author, Celibacy , A Requirement for Admission to

Baptism in the Early Syrian Church (Stockholm, 1951).



their triumph over sin. They dance with the angels before the throne of

Christ the bridegroom. They are the pure ones. But there is a darker

side to the vision. Outside the gate is a group of women weeping

bitterly. They are married women, and too late they have discovered
14

that by marriage they have excluded themselves from paradise.

As a model for the church community in general it is not hard

to see that this ideal might prove unworkable. By the fourth century,

as the Christian faith encountered a Persian culture in which celibacy

was abhorred as deviant and inhuman, church leaders like Aphrahat the

Persian and Ephrem the Syrian, though they themselves may have been

"Sons of the Covenant", wisely refused to limit the rights and

privileges of full membership in the Christian fellowship to the

Covenanters. They began to discover that singleness of heart defined

wholly as total celibacy not only divided the sexes and destroyed the

family, it could also split the church.

The tragedy in such extremism is that it robbed the

congregational life of the church of some of its most dedicated

individuals. At times the effort to enforce it sank into absurdity.

One document of the time, the Pseudo-Clementine de virginitate , counsels

Christians on the problem of how to observe the traditional "kiss of

peace" in congregational worship without breaking the Covenanters' vow

of chastity and separation. The solution, seriously proposed, was to

wrap the right hand carefully in one's robe and cautiously extend it for

15
a wel 1 -fil tered kiss.

Obviously, whether in the interests of missionary expansion or

of fidelity to Scripture or simply of Christian unity and fellowship,

there was an urgent need somehow to turn the church -from negative

separation to positive engagement with its environment, and for that the

model of the dour hermit brooding on his hill or the Covenanter auarding

his or her celibacy as a purer calling was not adequate. For leadership

^Voobus, ££. cit . , vol . I, p. 73

15
Clementis Romani epistolae binae de virginitate , ed. J.T. Beelen

(Lovanii, 1856V, II, 2, cited by Voobus, 0£ crt, p. 82



in the world rather than out of it, Christians turned to another figure,

the bishop in his "blessed city"

2. The bishop in his "blessed city" .

Just such a turning point can be seen in the life of Jacob of

Nisibis at the end of the 4th century. Theodoret, the 5th century

church historian, describes how Jacob felt the early call to solitary

holiness, renounced the world, and went up into the mountains to

meditate and pray. He wore no clothes, used no fire.
16

But about 300

AD, unable in good conscience to reject an earnest plea from the city

church in Nisibis, he returned to the world, and to the church in the

city. He became the first (some say the second) bishop of that

important fortress city on the border between Rome and Persia.

Jacob of Nisibis is an early historical example of one cf the

finest traditions of the Church of the East. Time and time again when

the church needed them, the greatest of the ascetics put the call to

service and witness above the claims of separation. Purified by prayer

and a life of sacrifice they were able to move beyond the compulsions of

spiritual exercise to the no less demanding tasks of reviving and

leading the organized church in its witness to the world about it.

Even earlier, in Edessa, while that city state just east of

Nisibis was still more Persian than Roman, for the first time apparently

the Christian faith developed enough of a mass following to make a

national impact on the culture. Trade, science, superstition, family

pattern, politics, every phase of the life of all the people began to be

shaped by Christian beliefs and values. It is no coincidence that it

was in Edessa, about 201 AD that, we find the first documented record of

a Christian building— a church as distinct from a home used as a church.

It was such churches that became the seats of the bishops, and it was

the city bishops who, as the number of Christians grew, found themselves

on both sides of the border, even in non-Christian Persia, invested with

some measure of political as well as spiritual power.

16
Theodoret, Historia Religiosa



Such power was not always wisely used. The ambitious Bishop

Barsauma of Nisibis in the fifth century accepted military and political

appointment by the Shah of Persia as a commander or inspector on the

frontier against Byzantine Rome, and his enemies claimed that he was not

above using his own priests as spies.
17

In the eyes of many of Persia's Christians, Barsauma became an

example of an even more serious compromise with pagan ways. He took a

wife. Persians always married. To them, to remain single was an

unnatural perversion, and by this time, the end of the fifth century,

the Church of the East, perhaps in growing accommodation to Persian

ways, had become more lenient on the issue of clerical celibacy. Its

priests were free to marry. But net bishops. On that point they held

to the tradition. When the patriarch Babowai tried to discipline his

unruly bishop in shocked reaction to news of the marriage, he failed.

The defiant Barsauma quoted St. Paul, "It is better to marry than to

burn (I Cor. 7:9), and turned to his friend the Shah for support. What

could the patriarch do? He wrote to friends in the west, "We are

enslaved under an impious government," and we cannot enforce discipline
1 o

in the church as we would like. So at the next regular Mestorian

Council, though Barsauma's rebellion was reproved, the church affirmed

the right of all Christians, including bishops, to marry.

But preeminently the bishop at his best was the champion of

the poor, as Segal has pointed out.
1,9

In a foreshadowing of today's

missionary "option for the poor", it was the bishop who took care of

lepers and provided hostels for the indigent. When the famine of 373

*
'Letters 2 and 4 from Barscma to Acacius, in J.B. Chabot,

Synodicon Orientale. .op . cit . , p. 532 f., 536 f.

18
J. Labourt, Le Christiani sme dans 1 "Empire Perse . .

(224-632)

,

(Paris: 1904), p. 142.

19
J.. Segal, Edessa, The Bles sed City , (Oxford: Clarendon, 1970),

p. 87 f.
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swept through Edessa, and the poor who always lived on the edge of

starvation were reduced to beggary and died by the hundreds, it was

Ephrem the Syrian, a refugee from Persia, who organized their relief,

for he was the only one the wealthy citizens of the city would trust to

use their donations for the starving and not for himself. So he

cordoned off the streets and set up three hundred beds for the weak and

dying and saw that the poor were fed with the money of the rich. He was

not a bishop, but he acted like one and was treated as one. As he

neared death he had to beg the people not to bury him in the bishop's

cemetery but with his people, the poor.

Across the border in Persia proper the church never grew large

enough to produce a "blessed city" in the sense of a Christian center

with enough mass to leave its stamp on a nation's major social

structures. Church growth advocates in mission situations are right.

Where Christians remain only a small minority, their influence on

culture though not unimportant will remain peripheral and probably

temporary. All through the early centuries in non-Roman Asia, forlack

of a mass following the bishops of the Me-s-torian church were never able

in any significant way to change the cultures about them, whether in

India or China, or even in Persia where they were most visible. In such

situations what influence the church did exert on its environment came

from a more indirect, but in many ways more effective agent of

cross-cultural communication of the gospel in Asia, the teacher.

2. The Teacher in Hi s School

For generations it was the School of the Persians in Edessa

that became the most effective channel of communication and

cross-cul tural exchange between Asia and the west. Persian Christians

came there not only to study the Bible and the church fathers but also

to learn Greek philosophy and science and logic. At the end of the

fifth century, however, the school was caught in the bitter theological

power struggles of the Westorian controversy and because of its staunch

loyalty to the excommunicated Nestorius it was forced to flee across the

border into Persia. The west's loss was Asia's gain. The refugee

teachers brought with them into Persia a refreshing ^ burst of

theological vigour and missionary energy.



The glory of the school was ir. its Bible study. Scripture was

the heart and center of the curriculum. Students were given systematic

training in Biblical exegesis after the manner of the "great

Interpreter"
, Theodore of Mopsuestia, whose sober, literal textual

interpretations were quite different from the Alexandrian allegorical

method which was popular in the west. So important did Nestorian

theological educators consider the study of the Bible that the only

title given to the director of the school was mepasqana, meaning
20

"interpreter" or "exegete" of the Scriptures.

The rules of the school as drawn up by Narsai in 496 AD still

survive and underscore a second great emphasis in Nestorian theological

education, spiritual discipline. In many ways the school was run like a

monastery. Students took vows of celibacy for as long as they were

enrolled. They turned over all their possessions to the community of

"brothers". They worked with their hands to pay for their education,

and discipline was strict, both for the spirit and for the body. The

school was as much a training ground for missions as for the priesthood.

By the sixth century the School of Nisibis had become the most

famous center of learning in all Asia outside China. Enrollment climbed

to more than a thousand students. It added a hospital and medical

training to the curriculum. There were times when Christian physicians

became even more of a Christian influence on Persian culture than the

theologians. The school also produced the greatest o f the patriarchs,

men like Mar Aba the Persian (ca. 520 AD), the Nestorian "popes", who

are my fourth model in this brief study of Nestorian encounter with the

cultures of Asia.

4. The patriarch in his Christian ghetto .

The patriarch in his Christian ghetto is in many ways a

negative model. The ghetto was not a pattern chosen by the church. It

was forced upon it. It was the world dictating its agenda to the

church, not the church reaching out into the world.

20
On the school of Nisibis I follow mainly Arthur Voobus, History

of the School of Nisibis, in CSCO (Louvain, 1965), vol . 266, Subsidia t.

26)



If I were to pick out one historical cultural fact that has

determined the difference between western and Asian church history, I

would describe it with this quotation from Browne's The Eclipse of

Christianity in Asia: "In Asia... never once until the thirteenth

century was the favour of the state conferred upon the Church." I

might qualify the statemert, mentioning Osrhoene as an exception, but I

am inclined to let it stand. For precisely when the church of the

Osrhoene capital, Edessa, finally won tacit state approval, it was taken

up out of its Asiatic context and absorbed into the Roman west.

East of the Roman border in Asia proper the church's culture

became a dependent culture, captive and encapsulated in whet was known

as the melet system (in Persian), or dhimrr.i (in Arabic), a ghetto. It

was a state within a state, a minority enclave of protected but

subjugated people. In essence, the acceptance of this system was the

price paid by an ethnic or religious minority for survival in a state

ruled by people of another race or religion. Because Asian Christianity

never even nominally became the religion of a majority save in more

recent times as in the Philippines and Lebanon, its basic cultural

pattern has always been some form or other of the ghetto.

In the early days of the church in Persia the culturally

eclectic Parthian dynasty had tolerantly made room for new religions,

especially for a religion like Christianity which was being persecuted

by Persia's enemy, Rome. But the next dynasty, the Sassanids, who came

to power in 225 AD, were a different breed. Militantly nationalistic,

they demanded a national religion and revived the old traditions of the

Zoroastrians. All other religions became suspect as foreign, and none

looked so potentially anti-Persian as Christianity when Rome turned

Christian under Constantine. Very soon thereafter, in 339 AD the great

Persian persecution began which first marked off Christians publicly as

an alien community within an Asian empire.

In defense, the Persian church strengthened its leadership. In

three quick councils at the beginning of the 5th century it pulled its

21
L.E. Browne, The Eclipse of the Church in Asia , (Cambridge: Univ.

Press, 1933), p. 2.
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bishops together to elect a patriarch. The first council in 410 AH

declared that the bishop of the Persian capital, Seleucia-Ctesiphon , was

"Catholicos and archbishop of all the Orient". The third council in 424

added that not only was he supreme in the Orient but was also the eoual

, . 22
of any patriarch, east or west, and subject to none.

That was an exaggeration. He was still a subject, subject to

a non-Christian ruler, the Shah of Persia, and the Shah made sure he

knew it, as when he humiliated and executed the patriarch Babowai for

attempting to discipline his friend the unrepentant married bishop

Barsauma. No Christian, not even the patriarch, had power except

within his ghetto, and ever there his power was dependent upon the Shah.

Outside that narrow circle Christians might have influence, but not

authority.

When the Arabs swept over Persia in 642 they did not greatly

change the basic pattern of the ghetto. The Christian community became

an already discriminated against minority inside a conquered Zoroastrian

majority ruled by an alien, Arab, Muslim elite.

The effects were harsh and humiliating but not quite the

popular conception of what happened to the church under the "sword of

Islam". Many still believe that Christians after the conquest were

faced with the brutal choice: extermination or apostasy, death or Islam.

In truth, however, in many ways Christians received specially favored

treatment. It was the Zoroastrians who were most ruthlessly oppressed.
fL

Theirs was the national Persian religion and it was their^culture that

the Arabs most feared as representing a possible revival of Persian

power. Christians, on the other hand, had been an oppressed minority

under the Persians. It was the belief of the Arab conquerors,

therefore, that they would feel no loyalty to Persia and might even

welcome the conquest as a liberation.

22
J.B. Chabot, ed. ,

Synodicon Orientale ; ou Recueil des Synodes

Nestoriens, (Paris: C. Klincksieck, 1902), pp. 255 f., 296 f.



But a ghetto is a ghetto. In terms dictated by the great
23

Umar, father-in-law of Mohammed and his second successor, it

isolated Christians politically and strictly regulated the practice of

their faith but did not completely prohibit it. "You shall not display

the cross in any Muslim town, nor parade your idolatry, nor build a

church., nor use your idolatrous language about Jesus, the son of Mary,

to any Muslim." This last clause, which was in essence a denial of the

right to evangelize, was to prove to be the most fatally constricting

rule of them all. But in return, Christians were promised protection.

The final, and in some ways the most effective disability

imposed upon Christians in the ghetto was financial. The price the

Christian had to pay for the right to believe and worship was double

taxation. This was a penalty which left the door wide open for use of

the tax as a weapon of persecution, and it also proved to be a door left

open for apostasy from the faith. Turn Muslim, and you will pay less

tax.

III. The Missionary to the ends of the earth .

I am not happy about the many negatives in this brief survey:

ascetics and their sanitized kisses of peace, bishops with "blessed

cities" which never became Christian, teachers with schools soon lost to

the conouerors, and patriarchs ruling minority communities under orders

from unbelieving Shahs and Caliphs. Let me conclude with a word of

encouragement. There was a fifth model, the missionary, who at times

mirrored all the weaknesses of the models we have described, but who

also with the call to mission was often granted the grace that turns

weakness into strength.

It is easy to ridicule the ascetics for their prickly pietism

and antisocial ways. But it was to the ascetics, despite their desire

for withdrawal, that time and again the church turned for renewal, and

for growth. How often the separated, narrow-minded "holy ones" broke

23
A.S. Tritton, The Caliphs and Their Non-Christian Subjects,

(London: F. Cass, 1970TT p. 12 ff.. He describes in considerable detail

what I briefly summarize below. On the financial penalties, see p. 197

f.



out of their cells and turned the monastic movement they had started

into^the major dynamic for mission in the Asian church.

Syriac literature firmly relates the call to ascetic

self-denial with the call to go and preach and serve. This seems to

have been the most striking difference between the Syrian saint-ascetics

of Asia and their Egyptian counterparts in North Africa. Syria, with

its travel and trading traditions stressed mobility and outreach. Its

ascetics became wandering missionaries, healing the sick, feeding the

poor and preaching the gospel. Robert Murray describes them as

"homeless followers of the homeless Jesus on. . .ceaseless pilgrimage

through this world. Egypt on the other hand, more solidly agricultural

,

valued stability and tended to withdraw from outside contacts and

movements. Its saints ignored the world and retreated to their caves

and cells.

The very early and much debated Gospel of Thomas which was

found in Egypt but is often attributed to Edessa in east Syria, exhorts

the faithful to "become wanderers", that is, missionaries. It declares

that traveling and healing are a higher call than fasting, praying and

giving alms. It quotes the Lord's call to missionary action, "The

harvest is great but the laborers are few" and repeats it with an added

dramatic twist, "The harvest is great but the laborers are few; many are

around the opening but nobody in the well",
25

which sounds remarkably

like a challenge to frontier missions.

In less than two hundred years after the death of Christ, by

the end of the Parthian dynasty in Persia in 225 AD, the holy wanderers

of the Syrian church had carried the faith, not just across the borders

of Rome into Persia but halfway across Asia to the edges of India and

the western ranges of fabled China.

^Robert Murray, Symbols of Church and Kingdom : A Study in Early

Syriac Tradition ,
(Cambridge: Univ. Press, 1975) pp. 28 f.

25
Gospel of Thomas (Doresse), Sayings 9, 112, 77, and 78.



Even the bishops felt the missionary call and left their

"blessed cities" for service in far places. About the year 300 AD,

according to the Nestorian Chronicle of Seert , David, bishop of Basra,

where now Iran and Iraq are locked in deadly combat, "left his see and

departed for India where he converted a multitude of people.."
26

The -missionary bishops of Central Asia (in what is now Afghanistan and

Turkestan), and in China at the T'ang dynasty capital of Chang'an, and

in India, added the structural strength of organizational discipline *-to

the evangelistic zeal of the pandering, ascetic pioneers.

As they went, these Nestorian missionaries carried with them

also the two distinguishing marks of the schooling of their teachers:

knowledge of the Scriptures, and intellectual discipline. In order to

teach the Scriptures to the nomads of Central Asia they first had to

teach the nomads how to write. A surviving account of a Nestorian

mission to the Huns about 497 AD, relates that the pioneers were two

laymen, soon joined by a bishop and four priests. The ordained

missionaries stayed only seven years, but the two laymen remained with

the Huns for thirty. They preached and baptized and reduced the

27
language of the Huns to writing for the first time.

Farther east in China, when the missionaries encountered what

was in many ways an even more advanced culture than their own, there

again it was the missionary as teacher which proved to be the key to the

opening of the mission. The Nestorian Monument describes how the first

known missionary to China, Alopen of Persia, arrived at the T'ang

capital in 635 4 D with the "true sutras" (the true scriptures) of a

"true way", the 24 books of the Old Testament and the 27 books of the
28

New. The new religion's connection with books provided an immediate

28
Chronique de Seert , ed. by Addai Scher, in Patrol ogi a Oriental is

(Turnhout, Belgium, 1971 ) , tome 55, fasc. 3, no. 17, pp. 236, 292. This

is a 7th or 8th c. history.

27
Ibid., t. vi i . , fasc. 2, p. 128.

28
P. Saeki, The Nestorian Documents and Relics in China , (Tokyo:

Maruzen, new edition 1951 ) , pp. 55,52,83, 86. Saeki notes the problems
(Footnote Continued)



breakthrough into the cultured mind of China which so highly prized
learning. The T'ang emperor himself invited the Persian into the

imperial library and ordered him to begin translating his books into

Chinese at once. The missionary as teacher is an honored, ancient model

in Asia.

In closing, wo must not be too quick in our criticisms

of the patriarchs. They compromised, they vacillated, but they

survived. They were shepherds who did not flee and leave the flock.

They stayed at their posts and preserved a continuity of visible

Christian presence in Asia, a church which survived for another thousand

years. Even under the harsh limitations and persecutions of

non-Christian governments, they faithfully continued to commission

priests and bishops as missionaries south and east into Asia ^from
Ceylon to China. And for one brief and glorious period in the 13th

century, when a Mongol emperor, son of a Nestorian princess, sat on the

throne of China, and a Mongol Khan drove the Muslims out of Persia, and

a Mongol monk from the court of Khublai Khan was elected in Baghdad as

Patriarch of Asia, ^ it seemed that the patience and the perseverance of

900 years of survival would be rewarded with a final continental triumph
of the cross, an Asian church, with an Asian base, able at last to make

its transforming mark on a continental Asian civilization. Then came

one of the "unpredictable discontinuities" of history. Success suddenly

turned to failure, the outposts in central Asia and the far east were

wiped out, and what was left of the church in Asia turned again to its

patriarchs to preserve the faith through the many more centuries of

persecution that were to come.

Some say the Nestorians learned the lessons of compromise

too well, but they did survive, and for our own uncertain future in an

increasingly hostile, non-Christian global culture, who is to say from

(Footnote Continued)
raised by this reference to the number of books as compared to earlier
references to the Nestorian canon.

29
See E.A.W. Budge, The Monks of Kublai Khan, (London, 1928), a

popular English translation of Histoire de Mar Jabalaha JSvriacl . ed. P
Bedj an , 1888.



which of these ancient Asian models we may learn the most—the ascetic,

the bishop, the teacher, or the patriarch? From which of these models
£my »

did the Nestorian missionaries learn the most, and what did they learn

from them that they should never have copied? Each model from the past

has its own lessons of risk and opportunity both for the missionary

present and for the missionary future.

I have only been describing some of the models. The lessons

have to be learned anew and in different mixes by each generation for

ultimate validity depends not on the model but upon how true the model

is to its Lord, who is "the same, yesterday, today and forever," and who

still says to those who follow him, "Go and make disciples of all

peoples. Baptize them in the name of the Father and the Son and the

Holy Spirit. Teach them to do all that I have commanded you. And lo, I

am with you always to the end of time."

-- Samuel Hugh Moffett

Princeton, N.J.

June 16, 1987
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200 FROM THE APOSTLES TO MUHAMMAD

THE SCHOOL OF NISIBIS

The West, however, proved to be less tolerant than the East of su
diversity, and the unity was too fragile to survive the mounting te
sions. The emperor Zeno in Constantinople had issued his Henoti
in 482 in an attempt to impose theological unity on the church for ^
sake of national unity. In 489 he took a further step in the sair
direction. At the urging of the strongly Monophysite bishop
Edessa, Qura (or Cyril, 471-498), whom Nestorians called "the Mi
Dog," Zeno ordered the last foothold of Nestorianism in his emp
closed, the famous School of the Persians. Its director, Narsai

(
Narses, d. ca. 503), had already been hounded out of the city e
lier.

43 Now all the remaining teachers were expelled. It was a sho
sighted action. It only briefly placated the Monophysites, which w
its purpose, but it permanently shut the Western church's door i

Nestorian Asia.

For generations the School of the Persians in Edessa had be
one of the most effective channels of intellectual communication a
Christian ecumenicity between East and West. Persian Christi
came there not only to study the Bible and the Greek church fathe
but also to learn of Greek philosophy and logic. The Nestorian __
lar Probus had translated Aristotle's Hermeneutics and probably p
of the Organon before the middle of the fifth century. 44

Narsai and Barsauma45 welcomed the refugees warmly,
found an old camel caravanserei near the church for a campus,
with Barsauma as promoter and supporter and Narsai as scholar
director, the school was reorganized in Persia as the School of N>

ibis.
46 Considering the distinguished heritage and resources the

ugees brought with them, it is little wonder that the School of Nisib
quickly became the most famous center of learning in Asia
brought new life and learning surging into the Persian church. S
dents came from afar, wrote the Nestorian chronicler of Arbela,

‘

draw spiritual milk and to drink from the sweet waters of orth

doxy."47

The glory of the school was in its spiritual discipline and Bib

study. Scripture was the heart and center of the curriculum, as

surviving Homilies of Narsai plainly show. 48 In them, and ther

fore undoubtedly in his teaching, he took up the great overarchin
themes of the Bible— creation, the Fall, the history of the patriarch

Moses, David, and above all the life and work of Jesus and tt

mission of his apostles. Within this framework of general biblic

knowledge the students were given systematic training in the ex

gesis of Bible passages after the manner of the great "Interpreter
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Theodore of Mopsuestia, whose sober, literal textual interpretations

viere always the Nestorian model. Homiletics was not neglected but

jt was based on hermeneutics, that is, the careful interpretation of

the biblical text. So important was the study of the Bible considered

that the only title given to the director of the school was mepasquana,

which means "interpreter" or "exegete" of the Scriptures. Voobus
notes the following tribute to Theodore, "the Interpreter," by Narsai:

It is proper to call him the doctor of the doctors His meditation
became for me as a guide toward the Scriptures; and he has elevated
me toward the understanding of the books of the Spirit. 49

In several significant respects, however, the Bible of the Nesto-
rians differed from the Western canon. Their Old Testament omitted
the book of Chronicles, and though they had replaced Tatian's Di-

atessaron with the four canonical Gospels, their New Testament, in

its fifth-century form, the Peshitta, lacked 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John,
Jude, and Revelation. 50

The rules of the school as drawn up by Narsai in 496 still survive
and underscore another strong emphasis in Nestorian theological
education, namely spiritual discipline. The School of Nisibis was
more than a school of the Bible or a theological seminary; it was a

close-knit Christian community. In some ways it more resembled a

monastery than a school. The twenty-two canons of the school's
statutes 51 give a vivid picture of how incoming students were re-

quired to leave the life of the world, take vows of celibacy for at least

as long as they were enrolled, and were even apparently expected to

turn over all their possessions to the community of "brothers."

They roomed together in small cells in groups of three or more.
Studies began at cockcrow and continued on until nightfall. Tuition
was free, but there is more than one way of paying for an education.
At Nisibis they worked for it. During the long vacation from August
to October the students were sent out to labor and earn their keep.

Discipline was strict. A long list of prohibitions governed stu-
dent conduct. Witchcraft, heresy, theft, falsehood, and of course
^morality were all forbidden, along with "causing confusion in the
school." The penalty for such offenses was immediate expulsion and
there was no appeal to outside authority, either civil or ecclesiastical.
Like some monasteries, the school enjoyed independence even from
the jurisdiction of the bishop. 52

One rule is particularly significant. Students were specifically

forbidden to cross the border into Byzantine Roman territory. The
Western contamination the school feared they might pick up there
Was probably as much theological as political, for Byzantium was
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then in the hands of Monophysites, heretics as they appeared to

Nestorians. But there was also a political factor involved. The school
authorities may well have deemed it expedient to keep their Chris-
tian students from even the appearance of collaboration with Persia's

old enemy, Christian Rome.
1

\

The Persian church lived always under the shadow of political

suspicion, as an incident in the life of Narsai shows. On one occasion
he allowed a criticism of a military incursion of the shah into Arabia
to creep into one of his homilies. The shah was defeated, and when
his attention was called to the allegedly disloyal remarks of the

Christian his anger boiled, and severe punishment might have fallen

upon the Christians had not Narsai deftly and quickly produced
another sermon into which he managed to weave some glowing
tributes to the glory and might of the Persian Empire. 53

But if the glory of the school was a spiritual discipline based o
the study of the Scriptures, an important note should be added as ta

the practical application of this in the life of the church. Its theology;

was also a missionary theology; despite all necessary concessions to

government control, the church's sense of mission could not be alJ

lowed to be stifled. No other explanation of the subsequent aston

ishing expansion of Nestorian missions is satisfactory. The roots o

this are found quite explicitly in Narsai, the first great teacher a

Nisibis, whose theology effectively combined doctrines of creation

salvation, and a universal mission patterned after two biblical mod
els, Peter to the Jews and Paul to the Gentiles. 54 But for Narsai the

ultimate mandate for mission comes from neither Peter nor Paul, bu‘

from Jesus himself, who, as Narsai paraphrases him, told his disd
pies:

Your (task) is this: to complete the mystery of preaching! And you sha

be witnesses of the new way which I have opened up in my person.^

You I send as messengers to the four quarters (of the earth), to^

convert the Gentiles to kinship with the House of Abraham . . By you

as the light I will banish the darkness of error, and by your flames I will

enlighten the blind world . . Go forth! Give gratis the freedom of life

to immortality. 55

Narsai died about 503 and was succeeded as director of the

school by a biblical scholar, Elisa (d. ca. 510), and then by his

nephew, Abraham of Beit Rabban (d. ca. 569). 56 In Abraham the

school found the effective administrator it needed and under him the

school reached its peak. Enrollment climbed to more than a thou-

sand students. They overflowed the crowded old camel yard of a

campus and, to the distress of the teachers, had to be lodged in
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town, where they were exposed to thievery, rapacious landlords,

and, which troubled their teachers even more, all the temptations of

a pagan Persian city.

Abraham solved that problem quickly by building a new class-

room building and then, thanks to a gift from a wealthy Nestorian

physician in the service of the shah, he added as many as eighty

small student dormitories. He further improved the financial re-

sources of the school by the purchase of a large farm, the income

from which provided endowment for two chairs of theology and the

expenses of a medical clinic.
57 One of Abraham's pupils was perhaps

the historian Msiha-zkha, who about 560 wrote a chronicle of the

church in Adiabene from its earliest times up to the patriarchate of

Mar Aba. 58

The School of Nisibis became the center for the Nestorianizing

of the Persian church. Narsai, the first director, was no less fervently

Nestorian than the bishop of Nisibis, Barsauma. One of his works

that survives is a forensic homily on "the Three [Nestorian] Doc-

tors," Theodore of Mopsuestia (350—428), Diodore of Tarsus (d. 394),

and Nestorius, who followed them. The sermon throws salvos of

Scripture quotations in their defense against the attacks of Cyril of

Alexandria, "the Egyptian, the devastating wolf" and his Mono-

physite hordes of "demons and heretics." 59 Later Nestorians called

Narsai "the Harp of the Spirit." He wrote beautiful hymns, some of

which have become part of the Catholic liturgy as well as the Nesto-

rian. But the Monophysites had a different name for him. They

called him "Narsai the Leper." The name calling was a sign that the

emotions and tensions of the great Western theological debate were

spreading rapidly across Asia into Persia.

But unlike the situation in the West, where Monophysitism

dominated the Eastern Roman Empire until the reforms of the em-

perors Justin and Justinian beginning about 518, farther east in Per-

sia the presence of the School of Nisibis gave the advantage to the

Dyophysites, the Nestorians.

When the Nestorian patriarch Acacius died, he was succeeded

by Babai, an undistinguished man who ruled from 497 to 502. A
curious account in the Chronicle of Seert, a Nestorian history by an

unknown ninth- or tenth-century author, reports that permission for

the election of Babai was given by the shah at the request of his

"Christian astrologer" and that the bishops chose as the new patri-

arch the astrologer's father, Babai. 60 However questionable his back-

ground may have been, the new head of the church lost no time in

calling a council of bishops, the Fifth General Synod of the Church

°f the East, in 497. 61


